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Book One in THE LIGHT FINDER LEGENDS Series. A JOURNEY OF AWAKENING THAT WILL

STIR YOUR HEART AND SOUL A LOVE STORY FOR NATURE AND LIFE ITSELF A TALE THAT

ECHOES THROUGH ALL TIMES AND PLACES Finding the Light that Defeats Darkness When

21-year-old Ravi's twin brother Vik is captured by the Mine Master's men and taken to work in the

coal mines which are also polluting the air in his town, he seeks help from the old legends of Raam.

There, he learns about the secret of the Heart of the Sun which is said to defeat all enemies. L Ravi

embarks on a journey to find this light, which takes him deep into the forest, the dark mines, and his

own heart. Guided by the lovely Verda of the Forest People, he discovers a powerful elixir, made of

sap and sunlight, which holds the key to freedom for his brother, his town, and his own life.  The

Elixir of Freedom is a mythic tale that suggests a path to real freedom for all of us. The Elixir of

Freedom is in the new category of Visionary Fiction, which uses story to paint a vision of a better

future. The journey of the novel's heroes mirrors our own quest to find real solutions to doubt, fear,

bad habits, and even the pressure of time. The Elixir of Freedom depicts a powerful experience of

light that transforms the characters and their world. Like other Visionary Fiction books, such as The

Chronicles of Narnia, A Wrinkle in Time, Jonathan Livingston Seagull, The Celestine Prophecy, and

The Alchemist, it reflects universal human values that stretch us and connect us to something more!
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I just finished reading M.R.Neerâ€™s The Elixir of Freedom from his new Light Finder Legends



series, and I was enchanted. M.R. Neerâ€™s direct and simple language allows the story itself to

shine through: a tale of innocent love and quest for Knowledge. It follows Ravi and Verda in their

search for the Heart of the Sun, the one tool that will overcome the destructive darkness in their

environment and, by extension, in the world. Throughout this compelling story, M.R. Neer reminds

us of the powerful fact that just one flicker of light can overpower even the deepest darkness. Itâ€™s

a captivating story that will resonate with all ages and all levels of readers.

This is a must read for people of all ages. The author imparts a timely message with candor, humor,

and an excitement about life.I am a mental game coach and teach the value of a positive outlook in

all one does. Mr. Neer's "Elixir of Freedom" brings the "positive" to the height of awareness in his

timeless story. Don't miss this one -- it is a gem, that will brighten and shine upon you for a long time

to come. I look forward with anticipation to the second book of the series!!

I just finished the Elixir of Freedom. It incorporates strong character values within an easy and fun to

read story. Children and adults alike should gain insight from these pages as they remind us that

challenges can be met through a perspective of our good within instead of focusing on the problems

we face. Wholesome, intuitive, and filled with an understanding of how to successfully live life. A

story that can get a clear point across without resorting to sex and violence.S. Martin Fresno, CA
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